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QUESTION 1

An Alexa Skill Builder is troubleshooting issues with a custom skill backed by an AWS Lambda function that integrates
with an external API controlling a light bulb. The Builder observes that when saying "Alexa, turn on the light" the
response is "light is not responding" and 10 seconds later, the light turns on. 

What is the MOST likely cause for this issue and how can it be solved? 

A. The Lambda function is not executing fast enough. Double the currently specified Lambda memory allocation in the
Lambda basic settings section. 

B. The default Lambda function timeout setting is too short and the Lambda function times out before the response from
the external API can be processed and a reply can be sent back to Amazon Alexa. Increase the Lambda timeout limit. 

C. There are too many concurrent Lambda functions running, causing the existing Lambda function to block and then
time out before a response can be returned to Amazon Alexa. Increase the Lambda function reserve concurrency value
to 30, then verify that the function can complete its work within 10 seconds. 

D. There is a bug in the Lambda function code preventing the external API from being called. Enable Lambda
debugging and error handling and check Amazon CloudWatch Logs for the error, then modify the code accordingly. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An Alexa Skill Builder wants to add a short audio clip to a skill with SSML. The Builder records a 6-second audio clip
using a high-end microphone and recording application and exports the file with a bitrate of 48 kbps. The file is then
uploaded to a public Amazon S3 bucket. 

The Builder then updates the SSML to return: 

When testing the skill, Amazon Alexa responds with "There was a problem with the requested skill\\'s response" every
time. 

How should the Builder resolve this error? 

A. Record a shorter audio clip. 

B. Re-export the audio file with a smaller bitrate. 

C. Re-export the audio file to .mp3 instead of .wav 

D. Update the interaction model to enable the AudioPlayer interface 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 3

An Amazon Alexa Skill with account linking receives the following request from Alexa: Before responding to the request,
how should the Alexa Skill Builder verify that the request came from a user with a valid service account? 

A. Confirm that apiAccessToken verifies that the user is in the resource server and that the token has not expired. 

B. Confirm that accessToken verifies that the token has not expired and that the user is the resource owner. 

C. Confirm that accessToken verifies that the user is in the resource server and that the token has not expired. 

D. Confirm that apiAccessToken verifies that the token has not expired and that the user is the resource owner. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

An Alexa Skill Builder has created a custom skill about basketball including a HowToPlayBasketball intent. When
looking at the Intent History page in the developer console, the Builder sees that a number of users are asking the skill
how to play baseball. The Builder wants to add a relevant response directing the user back to the topic of basketball. 

How should the Builder implement this? 

A. Add AMAZON.FallbackIntent and respond with a message about baseball in the handler 
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B. Create a custom intent related to baseball, and when matched, provide a relevant response 

C. Add more sample utterances related to baseball in the HowToPlayBasketball intent 

D. Create a new custom baseball slot and add a slot-filling utterance to the HowToPlayBasketball intent. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/blogs/alexa/post/c97f3bb7-9701-41e8-ac06-a3a44b9f1638/usethe-new-
fallback-intent-to-respond-gracefully-to-unexpected-customer-requests 

 

QUESTION 5

An Alexa Skill Builder is designing a skill with an intent that needs six slots to be filled. It is unlikely that a user will
provide all the slot values in a single utterance, so the slot fulfillment should be split up into a multi-turn conversation. 

What can the Builder do in the developer console to have Amazon Alexa elicit any missing slots, without specifying each
of the slots in the backend code? 

A. Keep track of what slots are filled in session attributes, and in the backend code, prompt the user for the missing slots
using Dialog.ElicitSlot. 

B. Mark those six slots are required, fill in the necessary prompts, and in the backend code, use the Dialog.Delegate
directive until all slots are filled. 

C. Mark those six slots are required, fill in the necessary prompts, and in the backend code, use the Dialog.ConfirmSlot
directive until all slots are filled 

D. Mark those six slots are required, fill in the necessary prompts, and in the backend code, use the Dialog.ElicitSlot
directive until all slots are filled. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/custom-skills/create-the-interaction-modelfor-your-
skill.html 
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